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RDP Project Database  

Postcard data entry Guidance notes (ver. 2a) 
 

MS Word version of Postcard Template 
(22 September, 2010) 

 

 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
This guidance note has been prepared to help NRNs and other EN RD stakeholders provide 
information for the RDP Projects database in the form of so-called “postcards”.   
 
The guidance note aims to help avoid uncertainty or ambiguity about the type of information to be 
included in the RDP Projects database postcards and should be referred to when completing the 
Microsoft Word version of the “postcard template” (provided separately).  A consistent approach to 
data collection and data entry will provide benefits for all users of the database. 
 
The aim is to provide clear and concise information in the postcard format and there are word 
limits for the main sections of the postcards, although it is not always necessary to use the 
maximum number of words available.  Postcard sections can be brief.    
 
Please think carefully about the key points that postcard readers will want to know about the RDP 
project and summarise these messages in short sentences. 
 
More detailed information about the RDP project can be provided as separate documents. Readers 
will be able easily access this additional information via a simple click on the „Further Information‟ 
section of the postcard. 
 
2.  Postcard Information 
 
The postcard template is a protected1 MS Word 2003 document (we have used an older 
version of Word to avoid compatibility problems).   
 
The original filename is < PIKSE Postcard Template (protected) ver.x + date.doc >.  The template 
uses some specific features of MS Word (e.g. drop-down menus) and if you have any problems 
opening or using this file please contact mark.redman@enrd.eu. 
 
The MS Word template is a temporary tool whilst an online system is being developed.  
 
This guidance note provides step-by-step advice about the main information to include in each 
section of the postcard template.  Preparatory guidance is also provided in the form of Frequently 
Asked Questions (FAQs) and a list of points to be aware of in terms of providing quality 
information in the postcards. 
 
Please return completed postcards to postcards@enrd.eu.  Further advice and guidance is also 
available in the „My EN RD Forums‟ section of the EN RD website or from the EN RD Contact Point 
by using this same e-mail address. 
 
Two sample postcards are provided below in Annex 1A and 1B for additional reference.  These 
sample postcards refer to fictional projects and the text is provided only for demonstration 
purposes.  The samples present a concise version of a postcard (1 page), as well as a longer 
version (2 pages). 

                                                           
1
 This means that you can only enter text in the spaces provided 
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3. Preparatory Advice on Completing the Postcard Template 
 
3.1  Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
 

Question 
 

Answer 

1. What types of rural development projects 
are required for the postcards? 

All projects must be co-financed by the EAFRD 
from a 2007-2013 RDP.  
 
There are no limits placed on the types of 2007-
2013 RDP projects that can be included in the 
postcards.  Projects from all RDP axes and all 
RDP measures are welcomed. 
 
The projects do not need to be classified as 
„good‟ or „best‟ practice.  The postcards offer 
criteria-free information on rural development 
experiences. 
 

2. Can we prepare postcards about active 
projects as well as completed projects? 

Yes.  Postcards can be completed for finalised 
RDP projects, as well as RDP projects that are 
currently operational. 
 

3. What language should we use to 
complete the postcards? 

The „At a glance‟ sections of the postcard 
template are completed in English – using mostly 
pre-set drop down menus.  
 
The other sections (Background, Objectives, Main 
Activities, Results & Benefits, Lessons Learnt, 
Further Information) can be completed in either 
English or your own language.  
 
The full postcard template and guidance will soon 
be available in all EU languages. 
 

4. Will there be an on-line version of the 
template developed? 

Yes.  An online version of the postcard template 
and guidance is being developed and will be 
available in early 2011.  
 
This will be accessed via a new „My Projects‟ 
section in the „My EN RD‟ section of the EN RD 
website. 
 
The on-line „My Projects‟ upload facility will 
supersede this MS Word template. 
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3.2  Additional Advice for Completing the Postcards 

The following advice has been produced to help ensure a consistent level of quality information 
within all postcards.  The advice is presented in a series of “Do‟s and Don‟ts” that summarise 
useful points to be aware of.  
  
Do: always “write for the reader”. Imagine what type of (concise) information you would want to 
know about this project if you were reading the postcard. 
 
Don’t: assume the reader knows what you know. Readers could be from anywhere with little or 
no knowledge about the project activity. 
 
Don’t: use non-obvious abbreviations or jargon. 
 
Do: contact the project for up to date information. Use either phone or e-mail to ask your 
questions. 
 
Don’t: rely only on project reports or official documents. These may contain information that is 
out-of-date. 
 
Do: consider options for paid or voluntary help with producing postcards. Technical assistance 
budgets may be available to hire journalists or experts to produce the postcard text. Rural 
development students could also be provided with work experience to contact projects and 
produce the postcard text. 
 
Do: remember the postcard „Further Information‟ section can be used for any information that 
doesn‟t fit within the main section word limits. 
 
Don't: confuse what information should be in the different sections. The guidance sections below 
explain the different information requirements for each section of the postcard. 
 
Don't: forget to explain tangible actions and ask the project to explain in their own words what 
they actually spent the RDP money on. 
 
Do: complete all sections and avoid leaving blank spaces. Postcards will receive an editorial check 
before being released on the database. Postcards containing empty sections will not be released 
on the database. 
 
Do: include relevant quotes from project stakeholders. The Lessons learnt section is a useful place 
for these quotes – such what the stakeholders might have done differently with hindsight if they 
could repeat the project again. 
 
Do: present only positive and useful information. Avoid including negative complaints from the 
project. 
 
Do: get written agreement from the contact person for their details to be published. This is 
important for Data Protection purposes. 
 
Do: provide the relevant language for communication with the contact person. 
 
Do: ask the projects to provide photographs that illustrate the project activity. 
 
Do: read the following guidance notes for each section and review the sample postcards. These 
are designed to provide reference information about which types of information relate to the 
different headings. 
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4.  Guidance on Completing the Postcard Template 
 
Please start by saving the postcard template you are preparing with a unique filename. 
 
Then enter the full official name of the project into the first grey <text box> where it says Project 
Title.  Just click on the <text box> and type. 
 
Managing authorities will be able to provide the full official name for each project that has been 
awarded RDP co-financing. 
 
The remaining grey <text boxes> to be completed then follow the basic structure of the postcard 
format – namely, the „At a glance‟ section followed by the Main Postcard text.   
 
The „At a glance‟ section should be completed in English and the main postcard text can be 
completed in English or any official language of the EU. 
 

‘At a glance’ Section 
 

i. Project Theme and Sub-theme 
 
Each project will be classified by its type of rural development activity.  Project types have been 
grouped into generic themes and sub-themes – these are listed in Annex 2 of this guidance 
note. 
 
Each project should be classified by only one main project theme and one sub-theme. 
 
Under Project Theme please select one main theme per project using the drop-down menu 
in the <text field> where it says “Choose an item”. 
  
Under Sub-theme please enter one sub-theme into the grey <text box> provided.   Please 
ensure that the sub-theme corresponds to the main project theme above – see Annex 2 of this 
Guidance Note. 
 
ii. Keywords  
 
Projects can be classified against up to five different keywords.  A list of almost 300 different 
types of rural development activities are provided in Annex 3 of this Guidance Note.  
 
Select and enter up to 5 keywords in the grey <text boxes> provided. 
 
iii. Country/Region  
 
Project locations summarised in the „At a glance‟ section are based on the RDP territory.  
More precise locations can be provided in the Further Information section of the main postcard 
text. 
 
Write the name of the relevant RDP territory in the grey <text box> provided. 
 
iv. Beneficiary Type  
 
Projects are classified against generic types of final beneficiaries. These are:  
 

 Individual farmers 
 Foresters 
 Producer groups 

 Non-farm or non-forest Enterprises 
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 Public/local authorities 
 NGOs 
 Other 

 
Select up to two of the above final beneficiary types using the drop-down menus in the 
<text boxes> provided. 
 
More details about the final beneficiary can be provided as a separate document or a web link in 
the Further Information section of the main postcard text. 
 
v. Project Cost 
 
Project costs refer to the total project costs (EU + National + Private funds).   
 
Please convert non-EUR currencies into EUR equivalents using an appropriate “spot-rate” from 
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/inforeuro/index.cfm?fuseaction=home&Language=en. 
 
Exact project costs should be provided via the Further Information section of the main postcard 
text.  In the „At a glance‟ section it is only necessary to indicate the “cost range” of the project.  
Three options are provided: 
 

< €20 000 
€20 000 - 99 999 

€100 000 - 500 000 
> €500 000 

 
Select one of the above cost ranges using the drop-down menu in the <text box> provided. 
 
vi. RDP measure  
 
All RDP projects are funded through dedicated measures.  Managing authorities can provide the 
measure code for each project that has been awarded RDP co-financing. 
 
Enter the project’s measure code or codes (maximum of two) in the <text boxes> provided.  
Please note it is only necessary to provide the code number e.g. 312.   
 
vii. Duration 
 
All RDP projects have an official date of approval and predicated completion date.  Managing 
authorities can provide these dates for each project that has been awarded RDP co-financing. 
 
Enter the project‟s official date of approval and completion date in the <text boxes> 
provided.  Please provide dates only as months and years e.g. 07/2007 to 03/2008. 
 
viii. Last Updated 
 
Please insert the date (dd/mm/yyyy) when you completed the postcard template in the 
<text box> provided.   
 
ix. Postcard Author 
 
Please print the name of the person that produced the postcard into the <text box> provided.   
 
This name will NOT be published on the postcard.  The information will only be used 
internally by the Contact Point if further information is required about the project postcard.  
 

http://ec.europa.eu/budget/inforeuro/index.cfm?fuseaction=home&Language=en
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Main Postcard Text  

Please enter into the grey <text boxes> provided 
 
1. Background (maximum 150 words) 
 
This section explains contextual information about the project background.  Please summarise 
the following: 
 

 Why the project was needed?  
 Who was involved in developing the project idea? 

 
More information about the project background can be provided via the Further Information 
section below. 
 
2. Objective (maximum 100 words) 
 
This section explains what the project intends to achieve. 
 
Please summarise the following: 
 

 Long term impact anticipated as a result of the project. 
 Any other specific benefits the project set out to achieve.  

 
More information about the project objective(s) can be provided via the Further Information 
section below. 
 
3. Main Activities (maximum 150 words) 
 
This section explains how the project will achieve its objectives and what actions were actually 
undertaken by the project  
 
Please summarise the following: 
 

 How did the project propose to achieve its objective(s)? 
 What type of work or rural development action was carried out? 
 Who carried out the work or rural development action? 

 
More information about the project action(s) can be provided via the Further Information section 
below. 
 
4. Results & Benefits (maximum 150 words) 
 
This section explains what happened as a result of the project, or is expected to happen as a 
result of the project 
 
Please summarise the following: 
 

 The main results of the project. 
 The range of benefits generated by the project. 
 How well the project achieved its objective. 

 Any unexpected benefits.  
 
Quantitative and qualitative information can be provided.  More information about the project 
results and benefits can be provided via the Further Information section below. 
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5. Lessons learnt (maximum 100 words) 
 
This section provides advice for other people that might want to carry out the same type of rural 
development activity. 
 
Please summarise the following: 
 

 Any challenges experienced during the project and how these challenges were overcome. 
 Any other useful lessons considered useful for passing on to anybody considering 

carrying out a similar project. 
 
More information about the lessons learnt can be provided via the Further Information section 
below. 
 
6. Further information  (separate document /web links) 
 
Different forms of further information can be provided.  These can be included as web links or 
actual files. 
 
Types of further information include: 
 

 Project website. 
 NRN database entries. 
 Online „social networking‟ pages associated with the project (Twitter, Facebook etc). 
 Beneficiary website. 
 On-line videos about the project. 
 Internet blogs associated with the project. 

 Media coverage of the project. 
 Interim or final reports about the project. 
 Evaluation or monitoring reports about the project. 
 Seminar or conference presentations about the project. 
 Other MS Word, PPT or PDF files containing relevant information about the project. 
 Maps, graphs, tables or diagrams associated with the project. 

 
As already mentioned in the „At a glance‟ section, specific information on Project Location and 
Project Cost can also be included in the <text fields> provided. 
 
Photographs 
 
If possible, please provide one or two photographs illustrating the project actions or 
outcomes.  These are always useful and welcome for including as part of the final postcard. 
 
7. Contact information 

 
This section directs the readers to a person or organisation where more information can be 
gained about the project. 
 
Names, addresses, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses can be provided here using the 
<text fields> provided.   
 
Written agreement of individual contact people may be required to comply with data protection 
regulations.  Records of the agreements may also need to be retained. 
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Background: 
Agri-businesses in Eurania’s northern region had experienced increasing 
difficulties to compete so a proposal was developed to create a cluster of agri-
businesses. The idea for the cluster came from other successful non-farm 
business clusters in the region that used ERDF and ESF support.   
 
The GRAB cluster was developed by a steering group comprising local agri-food 
businesses, farm advisory services and the regional development agency. Much 
of the preparatory work was supported by the Northern Euranian LAG. 
 

Objective: 
The aim involved identifying and growing a cluster of agri-food producers, service 
providers, processors, distributors, wholesalers and retailers in the Northern 
Euranian LAG territory. The cluster objectives focus on: 
 

 Working together to achieve economies of scale and increase 
competitiveness; 

 Strengthening links and plugging gaps within and between cluster supply 
chains to improve territorial competitiveness; 

 Increasing quality within supply chains to add-value and generate additional 
income; 

 Adopting sustainable development approaches that reduce environmental 
impacts via cost saving activity. 

 

Main Activities: 
Project actions included:  
 

 review of success factors from other clusters;  

 consultation with potential cluster members to agree a cluster focus on 
‘healthy’ premium products;  

 development of a cluster strategy; and funding package secured for cluster 
manager (Year 1 - 100% of running costs, Year 2 – 60%, Year 3 – 30%, Year 
4 – self-sufficient). 

 
The cluster has already facilitated specific project investments identified in the 
strategy.  All investment projects are designed to be RDP eligible. Cluster 
investment priorities are coordinated through the LAG and Managing Authority. 
 

Results and Benefits: 
Cluster members have undertaken a variety of different investment actions to 
help implement the cluster strategy.  These have each received separate RDP 
co-finance from axis 1 measures and include:  
 

 farm modernisation linked with growing / harvesting higher value food crops 
containing higher levels of nutrients and fibre;  

 new environmentally-friendly equipment for cleaning, blanching and packing 
organic crops;  

 new ‘healthy’ food products identified and market tested;  

 new packaging and product branding facilities, and; 

 different training events.  
 

    Growing Regional Agri-Businesses (GRAB) Cluster                            

 

 

 

At a glance: 
Theme: 

Competitiveness of 

Agriculture & Forestry 

 

Sub-theme: 

Restructuring, developing 

physical potential, and 

promoting innovation 

 

Keywords: 

Co-operation 

Food quality 

Marketing 

 

RDP territory: 

Eurania  

 

Beneficiary type: 

Individual farmers 

 

Project cost: 

<  €100 000 

 

RDP Measure: 

LEADER (axis 4) – 

Northern Euranian LAG 

123 - Adding value to 

agricultural and forestry 

products 

 

Duration: 

Approval date:  09/2009 

Completion date: 09/2012  

 

Last updated: 

3 September 2010 

 

 

Annex 1A:  Fictional Example of a Completed Postcard 
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Other projects in the GRAB pipeline include:  
 

 further farm modernisation projects;  

 new equipment sharing services;  

 a biofuel production and distribution network, and; 

 expansion into non-food areas (textiles and environmental education). 
 

Lessons Learnt: 
1. Businesses were initially worried about cooperating with potential 

competitors, but this was resolved via ‘shuttle diplomacy’ by the cluster 
manager who used her knowledge of the ‘bigger picture’ to help resolve 
concerns and encourage participation.  

 
2. We do not try to do everything at once. We set goals based on incremental 

steps. 
 

Contact Information: 
Project website:   http://www.grab.eur/ 

Contact:  Mrs I. Knowlots, GRAB Cluster Manager (Iknowlots@grab.eur)  

 

Tel:  0000000001 

 
 

http://www.grab.eur/
mailto:Iknowlots@grab.eur
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Background: 
Wilderness is a feature of the southern Euranian uplands where environmental 
conditions have previously limited the area‟s economic potential to hardy livestock 
breeds, forestry, hunting and angling.  Community structures are dispersed and 
an overall lack of employment opportunities fuels depopulation pressures, 
particularly among young people.  
 
The Southern Euranian municipality developed a project idea based on exploiting 
the area‟s natural heritage by converting the surrounding wilderness from a 
development obstacle into an economic asset, capable of attracting the 
expanding market of wilderness-seeking tourists.  A focal point for visitors was 
considered important to encourage them to find more things to do in the area, 
and so stay longer.  
 
The result was a proposal for Southern Eurania‟s „Wilderness Centre‟.  The 
municipality was keen to develop a socially-inclusive project by integrating multi-
purpose community uses within the Centre which would be designed and 
promoted as an all-access rural tourism facility. 
 

Objective: 
The project aimed to establish Southern Eurania as a wilderness tourism 
destination and provide business development opportunities for different types of 

tourism businesses, as well as their support services. Boosting and branding the 
region‟s profile also hoped to attract other types of inward investment and 
reverse population/economic decline. 
 
Specific objectives for the Wilderness Centre included:  
 
 Increasing and retaining tourist spend in the area. 
 Providing recreational facilities for young people. 
 Acting as a community centre and location for the delivery of local services.  
 Managing visitor impacts in environmentally sensitive parts of the region.  
 

Main Activities: 
The Wilderness Centre made use of existing rural buildings by modernising and 
converting them into a multi-purpose facility containing: 
 
 Multi-lingual printed and audio-visual information about the southern 

Euranian wilderness and tourist facilities.  

 Interactive environmental education games and displays for young and old. 
 All-access footpath networks and picnic areas. 
 Environmental art sculptures.  
 All-access toilets and showers. 
 Play area including tree climbing and rope slide facilities for teenagers as well 

as swings, slides, tunnels and digging areas for younger kids. 
 Kitchen and cafe (operated under a franchise agreement by a local hotel). 
 Adaptable room space (bunkhouse accommodation, community theatre or 

wet weather sports courts).  
 Other space for childcare and after-school groups, peripatetic healthcare 

services, a local solicitor runs a monthly surgery from the Centre, outreach 

Annex 1B:  Fictional Example of a Completed Postcard 
 

    Southern Eurania’s Wilderness Centre                            

 

 

 

At a glance: 
Theme: 

Rural Quality of Life & 

Economic Diversification 

 

Sub-theme: 

Rural economic 

diversification 

 

Keywords: 

Eco-tourism 

Employment 

Recreation area 

Social inclusion 

 

RDP territory: 

Eurania  

 

Beneficiary type: 

Public / local authorities 

 

Project cost: 

€100 000 – 500 000 

 

RDP Measure: 

313 – Encouragement of 

tourism activities 

 

Approval date:  10/2008 

Completion date:  03/2010  

 

Last updated: 

14 September 2010 
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adult education classes are planned and the building also provides a meeting 
place for social clubs. 

 

Results and Benefits: 
Main results to date include: 
 
 Annual visitor numbers to South Eurania have increased by 10 000, 

representing an additional €2.5 million for the rural economy in the project‟s 
first year. Visitor numbers and associated income are expected to rise in 
future years as more people become aware of the destination and more 
wilderness facilities open up. 

 15 new (mostly part-time) jobs have been created in wilderness tourism 
trades. 

 Specialised holiday packages have attracted many disabled visitors. 
 Environmental art exhibitions have become a regular occurrence and several 

artists moved into the area to set up businesses producing local crafts as 
well as large scale „eco-art‟ pieces for corporate clientele. 

 New accommodation and other tourist services have been developed by local 
farmers and landowners. 

 Local young people use the centre seven days a week and movie nights 
(using the Centre‟s audio visual equipment) are especially popular. 

 

Lessons Learnt: 
Environmental concerns about wilderness tourism were addressed by locating car 
parks, footpaths and other tourist facilities long distances away from sensitive 
sites with lower carrying capacities (containing rare habitats and species). 
 
We ran an „invention competition‟ at the National Technical University for 
students to design the most fun and interesting „wilderness‟ information games. 
 
The Euranian Disability Forum provided vital advice about the Centre‟s 
equipment, design, lighting and staff training. They also advertised the Centre in 
their newsletter. 
 
Things that may appear as an obstacle to development for one person can be 
seen as a huge development opportunity by someone else. 
 

Further Information: 
Web links to: 
 
 Southern Eurania‟s Wilderness Centre  
 „Wild Eurania‟ visitor information and GIS mobile phone map network 
 Southern Euranian Municipality rural tourism department 
 National Technical University wilderness tourism invention project 
 Euranian Disability Forum 
 Press coverage of the project 
 Managing authority evaluation report about the project 
 Power Point Presentation about the project from a conference promoting 

environmentally-friendly, socially-inclusive rural employment approaches 
 

Contact Information: 
Contact:  Mr V. Isitus: Rural Tourism Development Officer 
(Visitus@southerneurania.eur), Southern Euranian Municipality buildings, 47 Main 
Street, Euraniaville, EU 2721, Eurania. 
 

Tel:  0000000002 

 

 

mailto:Visitus@southerneurania.eur
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Annex 2:  Project Themes and Sub-themes 

 

Theme Competitiveness of 
Agriculture & 

Forestry  

Environment & 
Sustainable 

Land 
Management 

Rural Quality of 

Life & Economic 

Diversification 

LEADER 

     

Sub-themes Promoting knowledge 
and improving human 

potential 

Sustainable use of 
agricultural land  

Rural economic 
diversification 

Agriculture & 
forestry 

competitiveness 

Restructuring, 

developing physical 

potential, and 

promoting innovation 

Animal welfare Improving quality of 
life in rural areas 

Environment & land 
management 

Quality of agricultural 
production and 

products 

Sustainable use of 
forestry land 

 Rural quality of life 

& economic 

diversification 

  Local Development 
Strategies 

Local Action Group 
management 

Innovation 

Transnational 
cooperation 
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Annex 3:  Keyword Classification 

Abattoir Flood management Oilseed 

Added-value Food quality  Olives 

Advisory service Food safety Organic farming 

Afforestation Forest ecosystem Outermost region 

Agricultural method Forest fire Packaging 

Agricultural pollution Forest management Partnership 

Agricultural product quality Forestry training Paying authority 

Agricultural waste Freshwater ecosystem Peri-urban  

Agri-environment Fruit Pest control 

Agri-food industry Furniture industry Pharmaceutical 

Agri-tourism Goats Phytosanitary products 

Agroforestry Governance Pigs 

Air quality Grass Policy  

Alternative technology Grasslands Protected area 

Animal foodstuff Grazing Public awareness 

Animal health Green building Public participation 

Animal welfare Green cover  Public-private-partnership 

Apiculture Green infrastructure Quality certification 

Aquifer Greenhouse gas Quality control 

Areas with handicaps Ground water Quality labels 

Arid land  Habitat management Quality of life 

Autochthonous species Habitat restoration Quarry 

Awareness raising Hazardous substance Rain water 

Biodiversity Healthcare Recreation area 

Bioenergy Heat supply Recycling 

Biofuel High nature value Reforestation 

Biomass Historical site Remote sensing 

Broadband Horses Renewable energy 

Business centre Horticulture Research 

Business planning Housing Restructuring 

By-product Human capital Retail 

Capacity building Hunting Retirement 

Carcass disposal Hydro energy Reuse 

Cattle Hydrology Risk management 

Cereals Implementing body River basin management 

Cheese Indigenous species Rural heritage 

Chicken Information technology Rural society 

Child care Infrastructure Rural tourism 

Citizen participation Innovation Semi-subsistence 

Clean technology Integrated production Sheep 

Climate action Internet Skills acquisition 

Coastal area Irrigation Social exclusion 

Common agricultural policy Island Social inclusion 

Communication technology Joint management Social services 

Competitiveness  Labelling Society 
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Composting Lake Soil erosion 

Consumer goods Land use Soil management 

Contaminated area Land use management Solar energy 

Cooperation Land use planning Species conservation 

Crop rotation Landfill Sport 

Cross-border Landscape Strategy 

Cultural heritage Leader Subsistence 

Dairy sector Less Favoured Area Sugar 

Decision-making system Life-cycle planning Survey 

Decontamination Livestock Sustainable agriculture 

Demography Livestock husbandry Sustainable development 

De-population Livestock welfare Technology transfer 

Desertification Local Action Group Telecommunications 

Development planning Local authority Textile 

Disadvantaged people Local development strategy Timber 

Diversity Local food Timber product 

Drainage Machinery Tourism 

Eco-tourism Management plan Trade 

Education Managing authority Training 

Emission reduction Manure Transport 

Employment Manure management Under-privileged people 

Endangered species Marketing Upland area 

Endemic species Meat Urban 

Energy Migratory species Vegetable 

Energy crops Milk Vegetable oil 

Energy efficiency  Minority group Vehicle 

Enterprise  Modernisation Village facilities 

Entrepreneurship Monitoring Village renewal 

Environmental education Mountain area Vocational training 

Environmental impact Municipality Voluntary work 

Environmental management Mushroom Waste  

Environmental technology National park Waste water 

Equal opportunities National Rural Network Water  

EU enlargement Natura 2000 Website 

EU standards Natural disasters Wetland 

Eutrophication Natural environment Wildlife 

Evaluation Natural fibre Wind energy 

Extensification Natural heritage Wine 

Extensive agriculture Natural risks Women 

Farm buildings Nature conservation Wood 

Farm diversification NGO Wood product 

Farm shop Nitrate management Working conditions 

Farm skills Non-productive investments Young farmers  

Fertiliser Odour pollution Young people 

 
 


